DD 中文
Website: https://dd-la.com/access
Contact: ddzhongwen168@gmail.com

DD 中文 is a website to help students learn Chinese language and culture by providing a variety of language and culture learning resources:
• **DD Chinese Culture 文化**: Chinese language and culture learning videos, with character text, pinyin and English translations
• **DD Stories 故事**: Chinese stories, with animated videos, character texts, Pinyin and English
• **DD Language 语言**: Different Levels of Chinese learning materials including character and vocabulary lists for learning and review
• **DD Opera 戏曲**: Examples of Chinese local opera forms, with background info, character text, Pinyin, English translations and exercises
• **DD Chinese Puppetry 偶戏**: Introductions to forms of Chinese Puppetry, with character text, Pinyin, English translations and exercises
• **DD Songs 歌曲**: Songs with lyrics displayed in Chinese characters, with Pinyin and English translations
• **DD Workouts 健身**: Resources for healthy living while you are learning
• **DD Classical Chinese 古文**: A fun introduction to Classical Chinese